
Alg Test Prep - part1



The Algebra Placement Test is composed of items from three curricular areas:  

elementary algebra, coordinate geometry, and intermediate algebra. Each of  

these three areas is further subdivided into a number of more specific content  

areas. Overall, the Algebra Placement Test includes items from more than 20  

content areas;

Algebra Placement Test (needs for degree program)



however, the majority of test questions fall within the following 8 content areas:

1.Substituting Values into  

Algebraic Expressions

2.Setting Up Equations forGiven  

Situations

3.Basic Operationswith  

Polynomials

4.Factoring Polynomials

5.Linear Equations in OneVariable

6. Exponents and Radicals

7.Rational Expressions

8.Linear Equations inTwo  

Variables



Substituting Values into Alg.Expressions

Slides 4 -8

Ans:



2.

Ans:

REMEMBER:

ANY Number to the  

power of 0 is 1

(Except 0)



3.

Ans.



4.
HINT:

Think neg/neg so  

answer must be  

either B or D.

(-3)^2 - 81

(-3) - 9

9 - 81 -72

=

-12 -12

= 6



5.

Hint: Once you substitute in for F,  

then undo +- first.

Careful, “to the nearest degree”!

Ans: D



Setting Up Equations: Slides 9 -12

1.

HINT

IS =

Sum of ( )

How do you represent % as a decimal?



2.

HINT:

“3 Less than” is written differently.

Try one you know: 4 less than 6 is 2. 6-

4=2

IS means =



3.

S distance = x * 10

J distance = (x + 6) * 8

Because same distance X*10 = (x+6)*8  

Commutative property: 10x = 8 (x + 6)

KNOW THIS FORMULA: D= R x T (distance = rate * time)



4.

Total words: 20 x + 48(40)

Avg means divide by total of 60  

and the answer is 50 so…

C.



BasicOperations with Polynomials: 13 - 17

1.

HINT:

“Subtract from” is an opposite.  

Always REWRITE - DON’T do in  

your head!

Distribute the negative to the second  

expression:



2.

HINT 1: Can only add / sub coefficients  

of LIKE TERMS

That means exponents must be to the  

same power.

HINT 2: A and C are only options

because first and third terms muststay  

same in original expression. WHY?

C is correct. REMEMBER when you + and -

coefficients of like terms the exponents stay the  

same!



3.

HINT: Careful with distributive property!

Distribute to BOTH in parenthesis



4.

THINK:

How do you  

square a  

binomial?

FOIL (first, outside, inside, last)

(x-y)(x-y) = x^2 - 2xy + y^2

Don’t forget to  

distribute the  

negative over  

(y^2 - x^2)



5.

HINT:

Go slowly and get the point!

In last step, they simplified by pulling out like termof  

s^2t from both terms. Check by distributing.



Factoring Polynomials: slides 18 -23

Factors of12:.

1,12, 2,6, 3, 4 = 12 can be divided by them. To check we multiply: 1 x 12check.

2 x6 check, 3 x 4 check. The same happens withpolynomials:



1 28 28 27 or

29

2 14 28 12 or

16

4 7 28 3 or

11

4 -7 -28 -3

X -28 + -3



2.

HINT:

Can you eliminate 2 quickly  

looking at coefficients?

A and B should be eliminated.

2 cannot be pulled out of the  

third term.

Underline the GCFs as you go.



3.

HINT:

Perfect squares will have  

only 2 terms. What cancels  

middle term?

Check with FOIL

If it is easier, start with answers and FOILthem  

for the correct answer.



4.

HINT:

Use FOIL to check

from the answers!

ANS. B



5.

HINT 1:

What jumps out at you that canbe

factored?

HINT 2:

Remember that there is a 1 in  

front of (b-3).

-2a (b - 3) + 1( b - 3 )



End of Part1.

What area(s) do you needto

practice?

Made with explanationsusing

http://www.hostos.c

uny.edu/oaa/compa

ss/index.asp

http://www.hostos.c/


http://www.highlands.edu/site/tutorial-center-

compass-test-practice

Go here for more practice:

http://www.highlands.edu/site/tutorial-center-compass-test-practice
http://www.highlands.edu/site/tutorial-center-compass-test-practice

